A Learning from Work bibliography of 50 selected articles

1. “The Five Dimensions of Curiosity”
   Todd Kashdan, David Disabato, Fallon Goodman and Carl Naughton.


   *Talent Development* September 2018 Pages 32-37.

4. “Five Steps to Launching Employee-Generated Learning”
   Videhi Bhamidi and Kasper Spiro.
   *Talent Development* August 2018 Pages 20-22.

5. “Learn From Failure: Fail Forward so That you Take Lessons From Unsuccessful Pursuits”
   Laurie Burruss.
   *Talent Development* April 2018 Pages 45-48.

   *Training Journal* April 2018 Pages Pages 16-19.

7. “Unleashing the Unstoppable Learner” Pat McLagan.
   *Talent Development* July 2017 Pages 44-49.

8. “Stop Training and Start Learning” Le Chen and Rachel Hutchinson.
   *Talent Development* April 2017 Pages 54-58.

   *Talent Development* April 2017 Pages 43-46

10. “Spotlight on Charles Jennings”
    *Training Journal* December 2016 Pages 6-10.


13. “It's Time we Learned to learn” Andrew Gibbons.
    *Training Journal* March 2012 Pages 40-44.


*Organisation Development Journal* Volume 25 Number 3 Fall 2007 Pages 65-71

*Chief Learning Officer* January 2007 Pages 2-27 and 53.


*Published Paper* July 2005 Pages 1-25.


Ronald Fisher and Susan Curtis. 

23. “Managing Yourself” Peter Drucker. 


*Training Officer* September 1998 Pages 198-200.

*Training Officer* April 1998 Pages 88-90.

*Adult Education Quarterly* Volume 48 Number 1 Fall 1997 Pages 18-33.

*International Journal of Applied Management* Volume 1 Issue 3 Pages 1-10.

*Education and Training* Volume 38 Number 2 1996 Pages 30-38.

   Employee Counselling Today Volume 8 Number 6 1996 Pages 3-10.


33. “Teaching Smart People to Learn” Chris Argyris. 

34. “Management Learning Contracts: From Theory to Practice, Part 1, Theory” 
   George Boak and Mac Stephenson. 

35. “Management Learning Contracts: From Theory to Practice, Part 2, Practice” 
   George Boak and Mac Stephenson. 


37. “Skilled Incompetence” Chris Argyris. 

38. “Self-development With a Little Help From my Friends” Mike Pedler. 
   Training Officer July 1985 Pages 196-199.


   Industrial and Commercial Training May/June 1984 Pages 10-16.

42. “Learning Styles and Self-development” Peter Honey. 
   Training and Development January 1984


44. “Natural Learning” John French. 
   Journal of European Industrial Training Volume 5 Number 4 1981.

   Personnel Management August 1981.

46. “How do you get People to be Self-directed Learners?” Malcolm Knowles. 
47. “Non-contrived Management Education” Paul Temporal. 
*Management Education and Development* Volume 9 Number 2 1978

48. “Getting Self-development to happen, Part 1: Is there a Role for the Trainer?” 
Hawdon Hague. *Journal of European Industrial Training* Volume 1 Number 5 1977 
Pages 24-27 and 29.

49. “Getting Self-development to happen, Part 2: Starting the Process” 
Hawdon Hague. *Journal of European Industrial Training* Volume 1 Number 6 1977 
Pages 28-31 and 34.

50. “Management Education – Time for a Rethink” Reg Revans. 
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1. “A Refreshing Angle on Staff Education” Marina Meehan and Jenny Jarvis. 

   Susan Clayton and Trevor Bentley. 
   Training Officer March 1996 Pages 48-49.

   People Management 6th March 1997 Pages 34-35.

4. “From Error Terror to Wonder Blunder” Michael Pearn and Peter Honey. 
   People Management 6th March 1997 Pages 42-43 and 45.

   Training Officer July/August 1998 Pages 172-174.

   Training Officer July/August 1998 Pages 175-177.


10. “Learning and Work” David Davies. 


    Davies. 
    Journal of Workplace Learning Volume 10 Number 4 1998 Pages 206-211.


    Training Journal May 2000 Pages 24-25.
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